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Composition: Defiation and Philosophies:

If the aim of highereducation, and the communityijunibr college

a`special adjunct of it, Is the "general education" of the eon-
-

s Itiiency it serves, then composition is a.vital and inextricable'part
., .

. .

...--. .

'goverallof the scheme of it.-.As'Bob Knott has suggested (1975), a
\

liberal education is One in which the emphasis.iS placed on the acqUisition
0

a broad variety of rrelated skill's, by which an'individual might

arn to better cope with his environmenOs a_whole,.rather than an
. .4,

02

ucation consiSting of discrete competencies--individUal tits of'knowledge
4

.4 \4,

and isolated .sk lls. It may notndiFeSsarily'be a defdnsi.ble'ppseure
.

to.

insist
.
th

atJ

'all:students in a community /junior' ollee:shoUld (or shoUl. d

.

...
._

-
4.

not) take English composition, but where it is required for a degr,e&mar

certificatioil / where it is required as a part of a liberal or general
.

.

!
.

1

4.
1?education cu 'ricuium,: or where it is taken as one part of

'

ap English ..

. .

elective in broader program, composition certainly ought to be
,

1

.

Considered s a vital part of the entire instructional spectrum. John Scally,

(19764 has done some work suygesting that- the hueagitles, inJueing English,.

shoulld be made an integr41 part of the vocational curriculum by "trans-..

. . .

svaluing,',or translating humanistic values into the language of the

career- riented'person."It .is, I. suppose, arguable (Rundle, 1975) that,

/

a really effective humanitiescu
/

uiculutri would be more suited t9 ojder.

/

adulte4 than freshmen Of. the 18-20 group, by virtue of their greater

expe'r/ience and years.
/

,

/ English compaitition is a subject of various definitions, and

certainly lends itself to a broad range of individual perceptions on

3.
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the parts of both faculty, adminiratiOn; and students (Weingarten,
.

.

,Furthermore, beyond the diffiarlOef its definability,

different researchers-vary in their opinions as to what sort of philo-
,

sePhicattance oughtto be taken torard it, or how exactly it ought
,

. .

' to be perceived in.relation to other parts of the Mitt; antis

curriculum. Glen Matott gident,ifies two teaching phildsophies in

-composition:. the funnel (students are recepticles of teacher's wisdom )', .

and the pUm0 (students are the sources of their own creative 'expressions) 4

-
(Matiott,. 1976). Cowley and/Redman (1975) offer a goodrationale for:'
teachingcomposjtionas a''ipart of a liberal arts/generpl ducatidn,, even-

.

technical-vocationali cupational, curri-culum. In face,,theirs,is as

good a',general purpose defense of English composition in the post-

tecondary,school as any I've read:

. . writing and thought are inextricably linked. ,This
.philosophical stance, then, denies,lazy writers the refuge
of their redprrent refrain: 'I know what I mean,* just
put it into words.' If an'idea can't be written o t,
it probably is too fuzzy to have much 'meaning and requires a '

ciosertlook.//The writer who wishes'to achieve mastery of
expression feels strongly enough about his invention that. ,

hdowishes to put it down in order to communicate itto.
. others. Me

\-
cares enough about his readers that he'will

--take pains-to Avoid ambiguiy-and even to spell correctly
and to frame his sentence's sd that readers Must do as little
work as possible to get his' message. Where.inenrion is
solitary, expression is socja --It involves other people.
Public' writing must meet the s ndajds of social communication
before it can serve as a ,channel communication for others.
Private Writing, on the other hand, need not meet these
requirements' for social communication-r-burthn private,
writing should not be submitted for publicat'i'on? Private
writing -ryes for therapy or release or fulfills other
personal n eds. Private deserves some classrobm'
time. 'The er should each the value and place of this
foundational activity; but novice wr,iters must eventually
move from sel ploration into,communication with others.
(pp. 279-280'.

O

*Ns
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If it is a safe assumption that students have:houghts they wish foe..1- ( ..

. xpress, and the forffiat of,a iibe?al-arts type curriculum of.
,.-

; .
.. .

some sort, then composition deserves focused attention as a problem

I n teaching communication. Bl ich's essay (1975). deals with the drffi-
.5F

.

culties of judging students',essays on the basis of their tacit.justi-

'fication.as exercises meant to meet writing 'assignments.- ,Audience in

student themes, then, is clearly, of importance intreatilhg the Whole ,

.12.*

subject of Englrsh compothepition. In the community /junior college, pha

is the implicit audience of an automotive.mecWanios student's theme on

--Shaesp re?

For my-pu-rooses, EnOishcomposition, as z freshman-sophomore

-
level, course, involve teaching writing and thinking.as interlocking

.

.

. disciplineS of public.cpmmuniCation. To publish need not, necessarily:

.

mean,,to hbi/e-printed in mass mea)a publications, but it'aoes have the
.0

' .implication of writing for an audience la'rger than merely the teacher.

'Therefore, English language Composition is a writing course,eessentialli,,

utilizing the skills of critical read mg, thinking; and thoughful writing,

see Altick, pp. xi-xxi), and as a part of the total language andLhumanilies(

curriculum of the tpost secondary junior college, it is a course,essentielly
j

designed to teach students the, arts and techniques of public communication.

As Weingarten andKroeger Point out, English "is required, for graduati;

. by the majority .of the.two-year.colleges reporting'," Attie first.

411

of thelprospedtive two-year college English instructor,.

-i) to find out some of what is happening in
7'.

that domain regarding his
S$

discipline (Weingarten and Kroeger, p. "18), o
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. .
The butlineofthis paper wjl) be as follows: first, I will

1. .4. - . , '

.

A 1, nu ,I . p
discuss the role of literature.in teach-aa freshman composition,,

. .

second, the role of'grammar, linguistics, and semantics, third, some
.

. - ,.

0
of the moSt common methodologies of teaching composition, and fourth,

. .. ...

.

I will offer some general Conclusions regarding composition as a subjeCtAft

?inthe community /junior: College.

I

I.

1

;e

ft

:.

I.

b

0
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The Role of Literature in Teaching Freshman Engli0 Compositio6:

Imaginative litratur:e, asWeingarte and Kroeger point out, .is

used as a part of the total readinOaterjaj in freshman composition.
7 .

about 62% of the-time (187. schools responding) for first semeste-- '
e

course, and about 7Z% of the time' for second semester coui ses.' This4

seems to me a fairly arge percentage for:composition,courses'(npt
0

literatdre coursies),' but. remember 'those percentages reflec the pe'oportlon
'

of classes using some imaginative literature in their courses. Up to

t28% .of second semeste'r 'dourses utIlize/a lot of imaginatNe literature

in their courses. Taken the' other way around, abbut 38% of first semester .

. 1
courses use.no litei-ature ever, or about 23% of second semester courses.

: Aetry, fiction, anclimaginative essays seem to b'e'htavily on'as
" .

teach ing aids in community/junior catege freshman composition (Weingarten

and Kroeger, p. 33). 3

.

Jack Estes (1973) and Marjorie Stliplstdr'(1976) both discussithe

relevancy.of popular.culture in the Composition 4idsscoom. Smetstor defines
4 .

popular culture as" 'all those elements olife which are not narrowly :

,

.intellestual or creatively ellti,st and which. are glenerlly, )though not?
iu

'Mecessarily, disseniinated through the miss medial.," (p. 42). . Popular6

\.

cultOrecomic books, newspaper funnies, newspapers, popular novels

(mysteries, fantasy, romances) magazines--would seem especially .'
-'' e ,

appropriat': to nie in teaching composition- ill the relatively non-elNist-oeA I

atMotphere of the community/junior c011egel. It is quickly assimilated,v

,'easily understood, and for most of the studentst covld often well serve -

as a writing model for themes, journals an4so.on. This is nbt to imply
. .

00.119.

(.

7
!,

,
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a lower overall quality of teaching (or learning) in the community
' .

-

junior co4lege, but.clearly many students could benefit from the use of .

. ,

.

these materials as subj6ct matter in learningoomposItion. -University, ..:
4- % 4 ' . ,Ni..

English professors sneer at newspaper writing and Reader's Digest-type"

reportage; -bui it would fiCright in to a beginning composition

classroom.

H. Eric Branscomb'uses a version of George Orwell!s famous essay
. .

. - .

"Mal-
irakech"

which he re-wrote to sound like a freshman's typical first-
N....

. I :

person narrative, and. 'by so doing,.points up some of the common weaknesses.

they display W( their writing. Ronald L. and Barbara B..Cramer havesome

interesting views on "WNiting by Imitating Language Models!! (1975). Their"

' -
experiment& wdre with young students, but I can set the use Of writing models

in college composition as well. 1 once constructed a lesson plan calling

for aicareful re-writing, in the silents' own words, of two passagq
. 0

from, two of Shakespeare's tragedies (Mac. eth-and Othello), so, as to retain

the-imagery and essential meaning of the original (both of which were

exhaustively discussed beforehand)', but refLected,he students' owny

thought and modes of expression..

It seems to be that literature is thd best' of. all available resources,

for .tachiilg composition. In view of the apperent'decltne of writing'

ability among students, the best exampleswhich are available might serve

as ready resources for inspiration and Modeling. Perhaps students would

have more of a neg5Thie reaction to wMting models (and remember, there

are hundreds of ways imaginative litfxature can-be used as a--resource
4 14,

in a writing class) -thari a poitive reaction- - "I,'11 neve write like that,

so I might as Well Jiang it up right-here!"--but.used properly and

4.

4
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conscientiously by the teacher, not tor.briowbeatthe students,-but to

.

inspire and help.them, literature's uses tan be myt iad as well as

beneficial. 'Jo-

..:

. Mellon, who discusses writing's decline' in Amertcani-

school's (1976), ha* ph interesting. thought in this regard:' ,

I

In pondering
.

the Nolue of writing, whether to the college-
bound.or the earLy'school leaver, regardlessof fancies as

,to its "practical" value or the current extent of its use
for hire, we should always be mindful of the truth long
recognized, by scholars of language and thought, that wri'ting.,)
is the'greatest tool'bf thinking ever invented by. man; that
it, functions as- an extension of the self allowing the.wfiter
to create a reality of thought, no legs real for being +'
thoughtthat is unique to verbal language and dependent for
its ideational plenitude upon presentation in'the written
medium. To have achieved a*degree of mastery over the
written language, to have, known its production as' a durable
detached artifact orone's own mind, land to have felt the
pleasures' of crafting,.focusing, and. qualifying that
artifact, is as valuable a learning experience;as. a human
being can have, even if,one never main puts per to 'paper"'
or earns a dime theeby" (p. 74) . I

Since,that'is a statement'as apropos of the professional writer's

own attitude as I can 'imagine, it-certainly seems students:coUld

hardly help but benefit.f'rdm literature's 'influence.
I intend to

,use it, and use it widely, in my own classes.

Richard Altick's book, Preface .to Critical Reading (1969)

is written a'S much for teaching writing as it is teaching reading.
.

It'is perhaps One of the best textbook-type publications I have ever.

.

0

ar:

had the opportunity of reviewing, and his chapters are full of

examples and illustrations derlvedifrom 1iterature. Anotherbookr
$.

(not included in the bibliography-, since it's just a little bit highbrow)-

which milht be, used along same linessfor honors classes (note
. ,

Weingarten's commentseabout the variability of school grouping in

freshman composition, pp, 1.9-28) , Is Brooks and War, en's Understanding'

Poetry' (1960).
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'Teaching Grimmar as a Partof freshman Composition: -
_ ..

a"k:
. , . SS

Grammar .('the study of language structure) is not, frequently used '.
. . .

, .
. .

,

in'freshman composition classes. Weingarten andkroeger (p. 29) report

0

that it. is used, about 59% of the time as a part of the tota.1 composition
,

4 ....0".S.m.,t:
curriculum. Think of the converse: 101: of coMMunity/jumior college .

"..

teachers use no grammarwhatsoaer in. teaching freshilian Composition!
. ..

..

hink that this is:a surprising find in light of the recent wave of 1/' \.\\.
..

.
..

feel g regarding I:getting back

II

the basics." But'' as they 'also. point
. . ' ,e

,,. '

out, many community /junior college teachers feel their courses. run
. -

'roughly parallel to university level courses, and there is A marked

tendency for University composition courses'not to offer any grammar.
, - .

i,nstruction al all., There is no.implicit.value judgment in my comments.,

I much prefer a,Concentration on liter ture as an adjunct of composItion
A

instruction: j believe' the best 1,s1A1O learn to write is -to read . .

and to write. But grammar, a
Ns

a description of the foi-marstatus.of z

Pour language, and a discipline.convergent witth,the study of language

usage as a communicative medium, ought to tiaigiven somgtredif for
.

helping students to knoW the rules of talking back andforth intelligibly

with their fellow men. Nate: traditional ("structural) grammar is most

frequently taught when gramm#, is usal, transformational grammar (how

sentences can be transformed into schemata of slots and 4oids) less

.often, and such things as tagmemics, almostnever.-

Sister Mary Clarks defense o'grammar as a part of a larger'

language, literature, compositiod English.curriculum, takes into

account the pecessity of teaching students (in her. case, the younger ones)

.
.4*

aft

a

1



'an appreciatidn and curiosity about language and- its many facets"
..

, . ,

,(p. 1074). William Strong uses a sort, f generative or transformational
.

. 5 .

type approach with sentence combining. While not strictly "teaching
.- .

.
.grammar," nor really teaching-transformations, his approach is sort

of grammatical in that sentence combining requires students,to sea,'
./

o
- words as relative ,-parts which fit together in certainlogical ways.

;:

-

according 'to rules of'uage and common sense (Strong, 1976).

Semantics (the-study of meaning in words and language) and

linguistics, not boasting very miy proponents or experts among
,

Engli.h language composition teachers, is infreqUgntly used
,

(Weingarten and Krdeger) in the clessrdom. I might add that linguistics'

(as a study of language histories, relationhipt, branches, and so

forth) and semantics both can be intere's'ting sidelights during lectures

. 4

and discugsions in tooloosition cla sses. The histories and eerivationg

. ,

of words, the EngliSh language compared in jts peculiarities to the,
d

opposite or counterpart number in a foreign language, the unique
-

f
.

structures arid etymologies of words phrases in Englih, while

interesting only to the scholar as full-time pursuits, can add immeisur-1 ,
. . ..

...,ably to the' interest in one's. own language-for the students in.a

e- .

composition class, if used sparingly and. with judgment.

4

\I
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Some Methodologies for Teaching English Composition:
,

1, "ft.

As Weii4rten and Kroeger note, "The most frequently, used method.
-

is a'combinatiori "f leclure ,and discussion, 88.2%in the firit semester

and 87.1% in the second" Quiteevidenar, thismeihod'is

prepondttontly the most preferred one for teaching composition. 0ther,

methods are pureldiscuSsion,iaudiovisual, pure lecture, programmed\v

learning, ream teaChing, and televiskon.. One school whicH th6; note

underthe'leam teaching'method combined 'svcial.studies with Composition.*
0

and humanities. I might note that' Moorpalirk community coilege (Moorpark,.
. -

I.Ventura County, California) used precisely this method during the

1969-1970 school'ear when I Was there. Yet out of. all these methods,

there it much diversity.

I mentioned earlie;, the Variety of philosophical approac4es to

teaching freshman composition. Concurrent with these philosophies_are

a number of quite different methods, most falling under the heading of

combined lecture and discussion, but 0,1., qUite unique in their treatment
_.---4

-- .,

..e
. of'the common subject. Kenneth J:---

Kantor (1975) researches historical
.

,
---

--- ,

precedents for creative expression in the school curriculum. Creativity-.
' ,.

-

in Englishlparticularly in composition., is,an ongoing concern for most

4

ft
I 4.

reachers: How can students be made more "creativewor self-expressiVe,

and at the same time-more accurate rand effectie? How can a composition
, .

teacher mold free thinkers, and accurate, discriminating thinkers at

'0

the same time? Michael. D. Platt (1975) Uses the journal r
/hich Cowley. and Redman allUded to (p. 2). Platt asks his students.to

\\\.,
4.

0



keep _regular records of their thou.phts and ideas, whith he looks.ati /
per iolcally,:and helps the students evaluate as far as wrrtiig mechanics

are concerned'., 'Of course, no grade is ascribed to the work, which s

solely for tne benefit of-the students' own' perSonal development.

Barbara F. Mdrtes'()972) uses a technique called !'reader's 4.theater,"

co,
in

which students acquire a sense of comfort and acclimatization with

a literature by staging special readings of it. I can see the appli-

cabHity of this idea to composition. Janice Lowe/Agee mentions the
,

.
vital importance of, mutual- cooperation and trust between teacher add ,

.. .

c-
- ,..-.students in the classroom (1975).

-. , i
i.

.----...

. , .
..

-,,. -- ,,,

John V. Knapp (1976)-uses a "Contract/Conference" method in his

'freshman composition course. His idea is to assign four essays, one
/

of which must be comilket511 up to a c ertain standard for a "D" grade,

. two (the second to a higher.stariaard for a "C" grade, three (the

:third, up'. to ydt a higher sland6r41).for a "B", four.(the fourth

essay being a genuinely good piece of student writing) for an "A."

r In addition, he holds no classroom meetings at all, but uses all

his teaching time (what would otherwise be classroom time, paper grading

time, and conYerence time) in conferences with his students, reading

their Rapers wi.th them, and making on-the-spot comments. if he meets .

each student once a week, for an average of 15-20 minutes, he ju$t

. might make the suggested 7'5 student maximum preferred by the N.C.T.E.

(WeiRbirten and Kr4ger, p. 8), for'coMposition courses. Leger Brosnahan

(1976) uses a somewhat similar method, but holds class meetings and

uses a somewhat similar,method, but holds class meetings and uses

overhead projectors and transparencies to project studentsl themes or

:e
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r
pa rts thereof onto a screen, where the class can see thek and benefit-

,
from his. comments. Sara Sanders and John Littlefield (1975) discuss a7t

method for allow ing students time to ponder and research their te st

essay questions, and report that in so doing, udents' esley test

grades improved markedly over4he course of a semester. In otherovords,\

students,did not come into a.new essay topic cold, but were allowed

More time than one class petqod-to think-it over, research'it, and

formulate their thoughts. f .

Bernard J. Luskin (1975) reports on a,cl.ass called "Contemporary

' California ksues;";a huge,4multi-disciplined study wh1ch jncludes

. composition and writing implicitly in its curriculum. It is a broad-

based course with about 70 faculty members partiCip&ting from a number
- ,- -

of community colleges, designed to help student; get a.holistic,
--

integrated outlook On society and ijs problems. \Since writing must

be about something, and writing pape s could easily' be a 'part of the
\,,,.

requirements for passing such a`course,`INcan see the applicability of
\I

:,,
ft

such a co urse as this to a composition class, so long as Engli-sh teachers

\--

werd includeoein the staff membership, to help grade papersalong with
I _

thelspecialists participating in their specific areas of "Contemporary

fiiGsues" or problems. In other words, when a student hands in.an.ealogy
, .

Op r, why not have an English teacher grade i.`along wi.th a chemist or
.,,

a bilbgist, and give the fellow credit for improiiing his.Englisf.4! while
,,,.

- . -
.

he's 'improving his knowledge of ecology?
0.

)
. .,'

, e
Obviously, freshman composition can be more than just a lecture

clasS with student theme writing goingon under the auspices
,

of the
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1

professor's superior knowledge. An excitrng lecture, or an . exciting

/7lecturer, can. 6e fun, but both are uobably rarer than thiey'ouglit to '

be-in our educational system, so/Or-the teacher who needs other things

to help him out, there at.e a'number of available methods and technologies,

not all of which require expensive .media eqUipMent or hayd-to-find

bureaUcratic sponsorhsip. A teacher c'n be innovative, interesting,

and effective teaching freshman all byhimself,'with just a little

hard work, dedicat on, and professional expertise.

v

t",

(

.4

(
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Conclusions:.

.,

As David Siff has mentioned (1975), there are unconscious factors

in tudents' thi6king to be taken into account when treating the subject

oftheme writing. So are there too when treating the'subjeCt ofhow
4

"'English teacher'g perceive their own profession. What unconscious
4

8

patterns. go into Making up.the structure and subject of an essay? What

untonsciouvpreferences go into making up a teacher's syllabus, his

course program, his expectations of students and ofhimself? Can

"Educational Innovation and Teaching the Basics" coexist (Simmons,

1976)? Once confronted with thestudent's paper, will it be easier

tp ask: what went through his mind, consciously and unconsciously,

when,be made this up?'or: what went through my mind-when I made 'up

this course,program as I Aid -, 4paper as I did?

The attempt here is not to be melddramatic, but to bring out -'

for Consider.htin some of the pletttora of'facets and facts surrounding

the subject of teaching freshman composition. Most schicils require it

(or a close substitute) for graduation._ Most students take it.. Those

are related questions.. But what of the class itself? 'Ought we, or can )

we, teach-literature and humanistic values along with composition? Isn't.

that what the disciplAne is for?. Should we teach grammar.to freshmen,
,

or save?, it for the lipperolass specialists in language/. What mtthod -

should the teacher Use? How many students -,is optimuM (see\,kittenden,

1975)? Here are some (admittedly, 0 very few) of the many, many views,

suggestions, and possibilities onteaching freshman compositiori the

community/junior college.
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